Missing Notch

Designed by Stewart Coffin, Made by Eric Fuller 2012.
(7 pieces, Canarywood, a 13/16" cube and 6 pieces 3" long by 13/16" square)

Six burr pieces assemble with coordinated motion into a standard 6-piece burr shape with the cube trapped in the middle. It is a non-standard 6-piece burr design with the 7th cube piece added by the puzzle maker to stabilize the puzzle. I found the manipulation of these pieces not as pleasant as I expected and gave up (for now). Here is the description quoted from the puzzle maker's page:

"This puzzle was Jarry Slocum's exchange puzzle at IPP18. I was recently visiting a puzzle friend and saw it on the shelves. Spent some time working with it and finally solved it... HAD to make it. Since John Rausch did such a nice job writing up a description on his site, I think I'll plagiarize from it directly:

"Four of the six pieces have diagonal notches on both sides of the large, simple notch. Two pieces have them on only one side. Normally, a six-piece burr consisting only of pieces with a single, large, simple notch could not be assembled. With the diagonal notches described, it becomes a coordinate motion puzzle - a difficult one! Number 129a in Stewart's numbering system. He made 100 in 1998."

I have modified the design a little bit based on Nick Baxters advice - instead of two pieces having only one notch, one piece does (leaving the other five with double notches). After some experimentation I felt that this configuration was the trickiest, and really made the solver grasp the concept behind the puzzle.

Finally, this puzzle is by nature very loose when solved. It's just a function of the notch location. I hate loose puzzles, so I included a 7th piece, which is an internal cube with magnets. This doesn't really add to the assembly, but it keeps the puzzle nicely together once solved. Happily it also makes the puzzle much more difficult to disassemble!"
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